
Sentence Generation Using the Systemic WorkbenchMichael O`DonnellGMD/Institut f�ur Integrierte Publikations- und InformationssystemeDolivostra�e 1564293 Darmstadt, Germanyemail: mick@darmstadt.gmd.de1 IntroductionThe Systemic Workbench for Analysis and Genera-tion (WAG: O'Donnell 1994a, 1994b) is an applica-tion for working with Systemic Grammars. Variousprocesses are supported including:� Single Sentence Generation: The user pro-vides a semantic-speci�cation of a sentence,from which a sentence is produced (see below).� Parsing: The user provides text (running textaccepted) and the system provides a grammat-ical analysis of each sentence in turn (multipleanalyses where the sentence is grammaticallyambiguous).� Lexical Acquisition Tool: A window-basedtool for the acquisition of new lexical items, orfor the modi�cation of existing ones.� Grapher: Allows graphing of the various data-structures in the system (system networks, sys-temic structures, either conceptual or gram-matical). See �gure 1 below for a sample graphof a system network.� HyperText Resource Explorer: A toolwhich generates a card for each resource object(system, feature, function, lexeme, unit, etc.),displaying the information associated with thatobject. Clicking on the information displayedin these cards will produce a card describingthese objects.� WAG-KRL: a systemic-based knowl-edge-representation language (re-implementingmany aspects of the Loom Knowledge Repre-sentation System (MacGregor & Bates 1987),although from a Systemic perspective), for rep-resenting semantic, or grammatical, knowledge.WAG is available for distribution, at no charge.It requires Macintosh Common Lisp to run (a ver-sion for Suns is under development). The distribu-tion package includes manuals, binaries, and a smallresource-set for English.

2 Semantic InputWAG's sentence generator has been developed toreplicate the functionality of Penman, althoughthere is no code in common between the two sys-tems. Because of this, WAG's semantic input issimilar to Penman's SPL, with some di�erences. Forinstance, the following semantic-speci�cation wouldresult in the generation of the sentence: \I'd likeinformation on some panel beaters".(say dialog-5:is (:and initiate propose):Speaker (Caller :is human :number 1):Hearer (Operator :is human :number 1):Proposition(P5 :is like-process:sensor Caller:phenomenon (info :is (:and informationgeneric-thing):matter (pb :is panel-beater:number 2)):polarity (pol5 :is positive):modality (mod5 :is (:and volitionalconditional))):theme Caller:relevant-entities (P5 info pol5 Caller pb))This form improves on Penman's SPL in the fol-lowing ways:� The representation is speech-act-based, notideation-based. Penman has been designedwith monologic text in mind, so the need forvaried speech-acts is not well integrated. AnSPL is basically an ideational speci�cation of asentence, with the speech-act added as an ad-ditional (and optional) �eld. A WAG speci�ca-tion includes the ideational speci�cation only asa �eld of the speech-act speci�cation. This ap-proach improves WAG's integration into a sys-tem intended for dialogic interaction, such as atutoring system.� In a WAG semantic-speci�cation, the :proposi-tion slot is allowed to be just a pointer intothe knowledge-base, rather than a completeideational speci�cation. The rest of the infor-mation in the semantic-speci�cation (speech-act and textual information) tailors the expres-sion of the indicated conceptual structure.1
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interrogative-complex INTERROGATIVE-SENTENCE-GATE interrogative-sentenceFigure 1: A Partial Graph of the Clause Sub-Network� Penman allows speci�cation of textual informa-tion by direct speci�cation of inquiry responses(preselections into the interstratal mappingprocess). WAG represents textual speci�ca-tions in a more abstract and theoretically-based manner. WAG maintains three vari-ables which represent textual �elds of relevance,identi�ability, and recoverability. Each of thesevariables contains a set of conceptual entities,which represents, for example, the set of cur-rently relevant entities. The interstratal map-ping constraints can query whether a particu-lar ideational entity is in one of these sets, andthus determine appropriate realisation. Seman-tic representation is thus freed from the par-ticular labels used in the interstratal mappingcomponent, which is not the case with Penman.3 Sentence GenerationTo generate a sentence, one just evaluates a seman-tic representation. The sentence string, graphologi-cally formatted appears. The user can also use the\Generation Interface" to step through the genera-tion process (see Figure 2).3.1 Improvements Over PenmanApart from the resource maintenance tools whichmake WAG an easier system to develop grammarson, WAG's generation system improves on Penmanin two major ways. Firstly, Penman's Semantic-Grammar mapping rules (the Chooser-Inquiry in-terface) has been replaced with a constraint-basedapproach, whereby each grammatical feature has an

associated semantic constraint which must be metfor that feature to be chosen in generation (a for-malismoriginally developed by Bob Kasper, unpub-lished). This move to a declarative representationallows the Systemic mapping resources to be usedfor both analysis and generation, which was notpossible with the Chooser-Inquiry approach. Alsothe feature-based approach makes it easier to mod-ify the resources, since these constraints map di-rectly from grammatical features to the semantic-form, while using Penman, one needs to look fromfeature to system to chooser to inquiry to semantic-form.Secondly, WAG uses the sameformalism for representing ideational (conceptual)networks/structures and also for grammatical net-works/structures. The same uni�cational processescan be used for all levels of representation. Penmanuses Loom for ideational potential, and knowledgerepresentation, an internal representation for SPLs,and another form for grammatical networks.3.2 Viewing Generated SentenceThe default output of sentence generation is justthe generated text. However, we can also view thegenerated sentence structure in terms of a printedfunctional representation of the sentence. Alterna-tively, we can view a graph of the generated sentencestructure, as shown in �gure 3. Another option is toexplore the structure in a hypertext manner usingthe Resource Explorer.
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